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The platinum tray is dried on a hot plate, and annealed over gas or in •a mufHe kept specially for the purpose, and free from lead fume, particles of bone-ash, etc. The temperature should be as high as possible, consistent with the safety of the cornets. They fuse at 1,06-1-° C. (having the same melting point as pure gold), at which temperature the muffle appears orange-red. If annealed at a low temperature, the cornets are rough in texture, •dun and fragile, being crushed easily between the finger and thumb. In this condition the}- adhere to the platinum, and, in detaching them, fragments are often left sticking fast inside the cups. If annealed properly the •cornets are smooth, lustrous and hard, showing signs of incipient fusion under a magnifying glass, and only yielding to considerable force exercised by the linger and thumb. Under these conditions they can always be •detached from the platinum entire, and do not readily absorb moisture and gases from the air. After boiling, the cornets are very soft and fragile and darlc brown in colour; on being annealed they shrink and harden, and regain the ordinary yellow colour of gold.
Rclnllce Adrantayes of Part-ing in Flasks and in Platinum Boilers.—The use of platinum trays and boilers effects a great saving of time in decanting and washing, as one operation takes the place of as many as 1.44. If the standard of an alloy is unknown, so that it is not certain that the cornet will remain entire in the acid, it must, of course, be boiled separately, as, if one cornet in the tray breaks up, fragments may adhere to a number of •others. 'Flic manipulation of the platinum tray is easier than that of parting iiasks, and, in addition, the treatment of the cornets is more uniform, so that the correction allorded by the use of checks is more trustworthy. On the •other hand, if platinum or palladium is present in an individual cornet, it imparts a straw-yellow or orange colour to the acid; but where a number of cornets are boiled together, it is obviously impossible to say from which t he colour in derived, so that less information on the subject is obtained.
(5. Weighing the Cornets.-......The balance must readily indicate differences
of <M).r> per j,0()0, or -*(i milligramme, with a weight of 1 gramme in each pan. The kw checks " or uu proofs " (vide infra) are weighed first, and their mean •excess or deficiency in weight applied as a correction to all the cornets worked with them. This may be done by means of a light ride]'. The " weighing in M correction (p. 527) is also allowed for, care being taken to observe that this correction represents a definite weight of the original alloy of gold, not of line gold, it follows that in the assay of a gold alloy 500 fine, half the weighing-in correction must be used in correcting the result. With gold 1)00 fine, nine-tenths of the weighing-in correction is to be applied, and proportionate amounts with gold of other finenesses. The report is at once indicated by the marks on the weights without further calculation.
The weighing is usually by substitution, the proof cornets being followed in the same, pan by the ordinary cornets, so that if the proof cornets are of the. same mass as the others, the weight in the other pan is a mere counterpoise, and its error, if any, is immaterial. When proof cornets are of different mass from the ordinary cornets, allowances are made, the surcharge being lake.n as proportional to the weight of the cornet.1
The weights are the i gramme (or sometimes some other weight, such as
1 For various rapid methods of wei^hin^, intended to save calculation and to avoid mistakes win-it cornets are of very different weights, «ee G. .Foord, Proc. Mot/. >S'«f. of Viftnritt, Nov. 1S75 ; A. (), WatldrLs, ('/inn. Nrw^ 11)12, 106, 248, 251).

